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LYTLE, TX. 78052
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www.lytletx.org/police * lytlepd@sbcglobal.net

WEEKLY REPORT
September 13, 2010 through September 19, 2010

09/13/10

11:20 am Chief Priest & Cpl. Dear – Provided a funeral escort for Alta Vista Funeral Home.


3:30 pm Ofc Pettrash – Jason Kniejski (DOB 2-19-80) turned himself in for an active warrant. Mr. Kniejski was booked into the Atascosa County Jail.

7:40 pm Ofc Pettrash- Dispatched to the Police Dept. for a telephone harassment complaint.

09/14/10

3:29 am Ofc Hanson- Dispatched to Houston Street for a suspicious vehicle.

11:40 am Cpl Dear- Assisted Atascosa County EMS at the Lytle Apartments.

3:36 pm Sgt Reyes / Cpl Dear – Dispatched to the Lytle Apartments for a verbal disturbance.

5:29 pm Sgt Reyes / Cpl Dear – Dispatched to the Lytle Apartments for a civil standby.

7:23 pm Sgt Reyes / Cpl Dear – Dispatched to the Lytle Apartments to speak to a resident.

09/15/10

1:30 pm Sgt Reyes – Citizen came to the Police Dept. to report that she lost her social security card at the HEB.
7:25 pm  Sgt Reyes / Chief Priest – Dispatched to the HEB for a verbal disturbance.

11:25 pm  Cpl Gamez- Assisted Medina County with a disturbance involving a man with a gun.

09/16/10


2:25 pm  Sgt Reyes – Talk to officer involving child custody.

2:50 pm  Sgt Reyes / Chief Priest - Dispatched to the Lytle Elementary School for a disturbance involving a child custody matter.

3:30 pm  Sgt Reyes / Ofc Petrash – Dispatched to the 14600 block of Richard Drive for an alarm.

3:41 pm  Ofc Petrash – Dispatched to the HEB to provide a vehicle unlock.

10:13 pm  Cpl Gamez – Assisted Medina County with a ‘shots fired’ call.

09/17/10

1:30 pm  Chief Priest – Report of criminal mischief to a vehicle in the 15800 block of White Cap Drive.

3:38 pm  Chief Priest / Cpl Dear – Dispatched to the 15000 block of Mesquite Street for a civil matter involving child custody.

4:45 pm  Chief Priest / Cpl Dear- Assisted Medina County with a report of a major accident on IH-35 at mile marker 127. Upon arrival it was determined the person was just fixing a flat.

4:45 pm  Chief Priest / Cpl Dear- Alarm in the 15200 block of Park Place.

9:26 pm  Ofc Hanson – Dispatched to the HEB to provide a courtesy vehicle unlocking.

9:58 pm  Ofc Hanson – Impounded an abandoned/unlocked vehicle that was posing a traffic hazard on Ih-35 N at mile marker 132. Vehicle towed by Friendly Glen’s.
09/18/10

11:45 am  Cpl Dear – Dispatched to El Bufalo Pawn for a parking complaint.

11:52 am  Cpl Dear- While at El Bufalo Pawn officer was advised of a minor accident in the parking lot.

2:22 pm  Cpl Dear – Dispatched to the Lytle Nursing Home for a natural death.

3:08 pm  Ofc Torres – Contacted at the Police Dept to request services at the John Lott Park.

3:10 pm  Ofc Torres – Contacted at the Police Dept for information regarding a public event held at the Lytle State Bank.

3:46 pm  Ofc Torres – Assisted a lost motorist with directions to the John Lott Park.

4:30 pm  Ofc Torres – Dispatched to St. Andrews Catholic Church for a report of a lost/stolen purse.


5:23 pm  Ofc Torres – Officer heard shots fired in the vicinity of Railroad Street near the city limit. Officer was unable to locate the source.

5:30 pm  Ofc Torres – Citizen reported a suspicious vehicle at a residence on Waterfall Circle. No signs of criminal activity were observed.


6:06 pm  Ofc Torres – Dispatched to the HEB for a report of a pedestrian being struck by the outside mirror of a passing vehicle. Minor injuries and the driver fled the scene before officer arrived.

7:49 pm  Ofc Torres – Assisted Medina County with a traffic stop on CR 681 near FM 2790.

11:53 pm  Ofc Hanson / Ofc Torres – Dispatched to the Country View Apartments for a civil matter involving child custody.
12:12 am  Ofc Hanson – Dispatched to IH-35 S exit 131 for a possible drunk driver. Officer located vehicle but did not observe any impaired driving.

3:43 am  Ofc Hanson – Routine traffic stop resulted in the arrest of Justin Hagedorn (DOB 2-11-89) for DWI 1st offense. Suspect also had an active warrant out of Bexar County for Furnishing Alcohol to a Minor. Suspect was booked into the Atascosa County Jail on both charges.

9:47 am  Ofc Lopez – Citizen talked to officer regarding recovering property.

1:35 pm  Ofc Lopez – Talk to officer regarding a civil matter. Referred citizen to Bexar County since the incident occurred in that jurisdiction.

1:45 pm  Ofc Lopez – Dispatched to Quick Silver Automotive for an alarm.

12:36 pm  Ofc Lopez - Dispatched to the 19800 block of Creek Street for a suspicious vehicle.

12:55 pm  Ofc Lopez – Dispatched to HEB for a report of terroristic threats by a man to a woman that was overheard by an employee. Couple left prior to officer’s arrival.

9:20 pm  Ofc Petrash / Ofc Hanson – Dispatched to the 15200 block of Main Street regarding a civil matter between brothers over property.